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Due to the success of Human Genome Project and completion of the DNA sequence 
for human genome, the focus now is on detailed analysis to produce a precise and 
comprehensive depiction of the genome and to reveal biologically important features. 
We surveyed the occurrence of tandem repeats in the human genome. It was observed 
that 84, 168 and 252 base pair repeats are exceptionally more abundant than other 
minisatellites (repeats period more than 10bp). These three repeats occur most 
commonly on chromosome 19, where they form 5 to 6 clusters according to the 
repeats locations. Phylogenetic analysis and alignment of the 84bp repeats sequences 
provided substantial evidence of the strong relationship between 84bp repeats 






We examined the hypothesis that the high frequency of 84bp repeats in Chr19 was 
mainly due to gene duplication, but only a few examples of repeats in duplicated 
regions were found. It is not unreasonable to postulate that the biological functions of 
genes influence the occurrence of repeats, as the majority of 84bp repeats occur in the 
zinc finger family of genes. Finally, we predicted the existence of novel protein 
coding sequences containing 84bp repeats in cluster 2 in Chr19 (18 to 25 Mbp), 
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The international Human Genome Project (HGP), begun formally in October 1990, 
was expected to last 15 years to produce a sequence of DNA representing the 
functional blueprint. It is probably one of the most important projects in biology and 
biomedical sciences, which may deeply change biology and medicine. Coordinated 
by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
the HGP was successfully completed in 2003 [1, 2]. Ari Patrinos, head of the Office 
of Biological and Environmental Research, directed the DOE’s Human Genome 
Program research and Francis Collins directed the NIH National Human Genome 
Research Institute efforts. During the 13 years, important contributions also came 
from other collaborators around the world, including United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, China and Japan [3].  
 
Why genome is so important? We know that a genome is the entire DNA in an 
organism, including its genes. Genes carry information for making all the proteins, 
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which determine the behaviors of organisms. DNA is made up of four chemical 
nucleotide bases (A, G, T, and C for adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine) that are 
repeated millions or billions of times throughout a genome. The particular order of As, 
Gs, Ts and Cs underlies all of life’s diversity and dictates the difference of genome 
between human and other species, so it is extremely important.  
 
The HGP’s ultimate goal was to generate a high-quality reference sequence of the 
human genome’s 3 billion chemical base pairs that make up human DNA, and also to 
identify all human genes (Table 1.1). The project’s first 5-year plan intended to guide 
research in 1990-1995. It included mapping and sequencing the genomes of human 
organisms, storing this information in databases, improving tools for data analysis, 
transferring related technologies, and addressing the ethical, legal, and social issues 
(ELSI) that may arise from the project. Due to unexpected progress, the first 5-year 
plan was revised in 1993.  
 
The second 5-year plan (1993-1998) extended research goals in already established 
categories as well as added specific new goals for developing technology for gene 
identification and mapping. Researchers were looking for more rapid genotyping 
technology and easier marker to use. And they also wanted to develop efficient 
approaches to sequencing one to several megabase regions of DNA of high biological 
interest and build up a sequencing capacity to allow sequencing at a collective rate of 
50 Mb per year by the end of the period.  
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The final plan [Science, 23 October 1998] was developed during a series of DOE and 
NIH workshops from 1998 onwards. In June 2000, only 10 years after official 
announcement of HGP’s start, first working draft of the entire human genome 
completed and the analyses of details appeared in the February 2001 issues of 
journals Nature and Science. Two years later, in April 2003, the high-quality reference 
sequence was complete, which was a milestone in the history of biology. It will have 
unprecedented and long-lasting value for basic biology, biomedical research, 
biotechnology, and health care.  
 
Take a panoramic view of the human genetic landscape, quite a lot of early surprises 
and information has been revealed. The consortium of HGP scientists analyzed the 
sequence and summarized their discoveries in their publications. According to their 
seminal paper, the human genome sequence is almost (99.9%) exactly the same in all 
people. Furthermore, the human genome contains 3 billion chemical nucleotide bases 
(A, G, T, and C) and the average gene consists of 3000 bases [4], while sizes may 
vary greatly. Genes comprise only about 2% of the genome [5], which encodes 
instructions for the synthesis of proteins. However, there are plenty of repeat 
sequences that do not code for proteins. They make up at least 50% of the human 
genome [6]. Although repeat sequences are thought to have no direct functions, they 
shed light on chromosome structure and dynamics. Over time, these repeats reshape 
the genome by rearranging it, thereby creating entirely new genes or modifying and 
reshuffling existing genes. Genes appear to be concentrated in random areas along the 
genome, with vast expanses of noncoding DNA between. Among human 24 distinct 
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chromosomes, Chromosome 1 is the largest and has the most genes (2968), and the Y 
chromosome has the fewest (231). 
 
Table 1.1.1 Human Genome Project Goals and Completion Dates 
 
Area HGP Goal Standard Achieved Date 
Achieved 
Genetic Map  2- to 5-cM resolution 
map (600 – 1,500 
markers) 




Physical Map 30,000 STSs  52,000 STSs  October 1998 
DNA Sequence  95% of gene-
containing part of 
human sequence 
finished to 99.99% 
accuracy 
99% of gene-containing part 
of human sequence finished 
to 99.99% accuracy  
April 2003 
Capacity and Cost 
of Finished 
Sequence 
Sequence 500 Mb/year 
at < $0.25 per finished 
base 
Sequence >1,400 
Mb/year at <$0.09 per 






human SNPs  








15,000 full-length human 
cDNAs 
March 2003 
Model Organisms Complete genome 
sequences of  
E. coli, S. cerevisiae, 
C. elegans, 
D. melanogaster 
Finished genome sequences 
of E. coli, S. cerevisiae, 
C. elegans, D. melanogaster, 
plus whole-genome drafts of 
several others, including C. 
briggsae, D. pseudoobscura, 














Scale-up of two-hybrid 





Science 300, 286 (2003) 10.1126/science.1084564 
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The door has opened wide on the era of whole genome science [7], with the 
availability of the human genome reference sequence to researchers worldwide. The 
Human Genome Project is having a major impact on research across life science. One 
of its application presents unique scientific opportunities to the important study of 
genetic or DNA variation, which may relate to complex human diseases. Along with 
molecular medicine characterizing less by treating symptoms and more by looking to 
the most fundamental cause of disease, gene therapy and control systems for drugs 
will all come into use. Moreover, health damage and risks caused by exposure to 
radiation, mutagenic chemicals and cancer-causing toxins can be assessed, and 
likelihood of heritable mutations can be reduced. Genome research can also have 
significant energy and environmental applications. Gaining a deeper understanding of 
the microbial world will provide insights into the strategies and limits of life on this 
planet. Taking advantage of microbial genomics, we may create new biofuels, 
develop environmental monitoring techniques to detect pollutants and efficiently 
remediate planet. Other applications of genome research include DNA identification, 
bioarchaeology, anthropology, evolution, human migration, agriculture, livestock 
breeding and bioprocessing.  
 
Though the Human Genome Project is finished, continued investment in current and 
new databases and analytical tools will last for many years. One of the key research 
areas was bioinformatics. Without the annotation provided via bioinformatics, the 
information gleaned from the HGP is not very useful. Databases must adapt to the 
evolving needs of the scientific community and must allow queries to be answered 
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easily. Planners suggest developing a human genome database, analogous to model 
organism databases, which will link to phenotypic information and improve content 
and utility of databases. Therefore, better tools for data generation, capture, 
annotation and sequence analyzing need to be developed. Mechanisms should be 
created to support effective approaches for producing robust, exportable software that 



















2.1 Introduction of tandem repeats 
 
 
A tandem repeat in DNA is defined as at least two adjacent, approximate copies of a 
pattern of nucleotides. In other words, tandem repeats are an array of approximate 
repeats. For example we could have 
. . . TCGGA . . . . . . TCGGCGGCGGA . . . 
in which the single occurrence of triplet CGG has been transformed into three identi-
cal, adjacent copies. Over time, individual copies within a tandem repeat may un-
dergo additional, uncoordinated mutations so that typically, only approximate tandem 
copies are present. [8] 
 
Tandem repeats are presumed to occur frequently in genomic sequences, comprising 
perhaps 10% or more of the human genome. They include three subclasses: satellites, 
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minisatellites and microsatellites; and the name "satellites" comes from their optical 
spectra [9]. Satellites are composed of very short simple sequences repeated in tan-
dem many times. The size of a satellite DNA ranges from 100 kb to over 1 Mb. Most 
satellites in humans are located at the centromere. The size of a minisatellite is much 
shorter than a satellite, usually ranging from 1 kb to 20 kb.  One type of minisatellites 
is called variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR), whose repeat unit ranges from 9 
bp to 80 bp. They are located in non-coding regions. Another type of minisatellites is 
the telomere, the size of which in a human germ cell is about 15 kb.  In an aging so-
matic cell, the telomere is shorter. Microsatellites are also known as short tandem re-
peats (STR), because a repeat unit consists of only 1 to 6 base pair (bp) and the whole 
repetitive region spans less than 150 bp. They are dispersed in the euchromatic arms 
of most chromosomes. 
The number of repeats for a given minisatellite or a microsatellite may differ between 
individuals, which can be used for DNA fingerprinting. DNA fingerprinting is a tech-
nique that analyzes the unique attributes of a person's DNA, and its application has 
revolutionized maternity/paternity testing, forensics, and identification of disaster vic-
tims. Therefore, both microsatellite and minisatellite patterns can provide information 
about paternity analysis [10, 11]. Tandem repeats also play a variety of regulatory and 
evolutionary roles. Recent studies of allele diversity at tandem repeat loci have pro-
vided support for the ‘Out of Africa’ hypothesis of modern human evolution [12, 13]. 
Moreover, tandem repeats have been shown to cause human disease. In afflicted indi-
viduals, the copy number of trinucleotide pattern has been amplified from the normal 
range of tens of copies to hundreds or thousands, resulting in the disease. It has been 
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suggested that the repeats themselves produce unusual physical structures in the DNA, 
causing polymerase slippage and the resulting amplification [14, 15]. Given the im-
portance of known and potential biological roles for tandem repeats and their useful-
ness in other biological studies, it seemed essential to us to develop an efficient and 
sensitive algorithm for detecting these repeats so that they may receive further study. 
 
 
2.2 Tandem Repeat Finder 
 
 
2.2.1 Introduction of TRF 
 
 
Tandem Repeats Finder is a program to locate and display tandem repeats in DNA 
sequences. It can be downloaded from the website http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html. 
The advantage of its algorithm [16] includes the application of the method k-tuple 
matching to avoid the need for full scale alignment matrix computations, no require-
ments of a priori knowledge of the pattern, pattern size or number of copies, no re-
strictions on the size of the repeats that can be detected, use of percentage differences 
between adjacent copies, and application of a consensus pattern for the smallest re-
petitive unit in the tandem repeat. The program has already been used as a preproces-
sor in a new alignment algorithm where tandem duplication augments the standard 




2.2.2 Probabilistic Model of Tandem Repeats  
 
The alignment of two tandem repeats of length n is modeled by a sequence of n inde-
pendent Bernoulli trials (coin-tosses) [18]. The probability of success, PM (Heads), 
represents the average percent identity between the copies, where each head in the 
Bernoulli sequence is interpreted as a match between aligned nucleotides. Each tail 
stands for a mismatch, insertion or deletion. Another probability, PI specifies the av-
erage percentage of insertions and deletions between the copies. The underlying idea 
for the model is illustrated in the Fig 2.2.1.  
 
Fig 2.2.1 Two adjacent copies from a tandem repeat in human cell receptor locust sequence. H indi-
cates a match; T indicates a mismatch, insertion or deletion.  
 
 
The program consists of detection and analysis sections. The detection component 
uses a set of statistical criteria to find candidate tandem repeats. And the analysis 
components attempt to produce an alignment for each candidate and if successful 
gather a number of statistics about the alignment (percent identity, percent indels) and 
the nucleotide sequence (composition, entropy measure).  
Given PM and PI, the algorithm looks for runs of k matching nucleotides, which we 
call k-tuple matches, separated by a common distance d. Matching k-tuples are two 
windows with identical contents and if aligned in the Bernoulli model would produce 
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a run of k heads. Because we limit ourselves to k-tuple matches, we will not detect all 
other size of matching characters. 
The basic operation of the detection component is illustrated in Fig2.2.2. We select a 
small integer k, for the tuple or window size and keep a list of all possible k-length 
strings ( ) named the probes. By sliding the window across the sequence, we deter-
mine the probe p at each position i in sequence and maintain a history list Hp of the 
positions at which p occurs. Let j be one position of occurrence of p before i, then dis-
tance d=i-j is a possible pattern size for a tandem repeat. We also need information 
about other k -tuple matches at the distance d. A distance list Dd stores this informa-
tion. It can be thought of as a sliding window of length d which keeps track of the po-
sitions of matches and their total. List Dd is updated every time a match at distance d 
is detected. Position i of the match is stored on the list and the total is increased. The 
right end of the window is set to i and matches that occurred with in (i-d, i) are 
dropped from the list and subtracted from the total. Lists for other nearby distances 
are also updated at this time (Random Walk Distribution in the next section), but only 
to reset their right ends to i and remove matches that have been passed by the advanc-
ing windows.  
The statistical criteria are based on runs of heads in Bernoulli sequences, correspond-
ing to matches detected with the k-tuples and stored in the distance lists. Depending 
upon the distributions of the pattern length d, the matching probability PM, the indel 






Fig 2.2.2 Tandem repeats are detected by scanning with the sequence with a small window, determin-
ing the distance between exact matches and testing the statistical criteria.  
Source: http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/figure2.gif 
 
Sum of Heads Distribution indicates how many matches are required for certain pat-
tern length. Let the random variable RdkPm equal the total number of heads in head 
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runs of length k or longer in an iid Bernoulli sequence of length d with success prob-
ability PM. The distribution of RdkPm is well approximated by the normal distribution 
and its exact mean and variance can be calculated in constant time [19]. For the sum-
of-heads criterion, we use the normal distribution to determine the largest number, x, 
such that 95% of the time RdkPm ≥ x.  
Random Walk Distribution describes how distances between matches may vary due 
to indels. Because indels change the distance between matching k -tuples (Fig 2.2.3), 
it is possible that with pattern size d, the distance between matches is d±1, d±2, etc. In 
this model, indels occurring with probability PI and insertions and deletions consid-
ered same, we treat the distance change as random walks. Let the random variable 
 be the maximum displacement from the origin of a one dimensional random 
walk with expected number of steps equal to PI*d. It can be shown that 95% of the 
time the random walk ranges between ± . We count the matches in , for 
∆d = 0,1,...,  for = | |   
 
Fig 2.2.3 Insertion and deletion change the distance between exact matched. The inserted character X 
causes one pair of matching K-tuples to be separated by distance d+1 while another pair is separated 
only by distance d.  
Source: http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/figure3.gif 
 
Apparent Size Distribution is used to distinguish between tandem repeats and non-
tandem direct repeats (Fig 2.2.4). The leading tuple of tandem repeats will be distrib-
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uted throughout the interval from j to i, whereas that of non-tandem repeats only con-
centrate on the right side of the interval near i. Let the random variable SdkPm be the 
distance between the first and last run of k heads in an iid Bernoulli sequence of 
length d with success probability PM. We estimate the distribution of SdkPm by simula-
tion. For given d, k, and PM, random Bernoulli sequences are generate. For every se-
quence that meets the sum-of-heads criteria, the distance between the first and last run 
of heads of length k or larger is recorded. From the distribution, we determine the 
maximum number y such that 95% of the time SdkPm is greater than y. We use y as 
our apparent size criterion. In order to test the apparent size criterion, we compute the 
distance between the first and last tuple on list Dd. If the distance between the tuples 
is smaller than the criterion, we assume the repeat is not tandem or that we have not 
yet seen enough of it to be convinced.  
 
 
Fig 2.2.4 Distinguish between (a) a tandem repeat (leading tuples in k-tuple matches spread over the 
interval between I and j) and (b) a non-tandem, direct repeat (leading tuples concentrated on the right). 
15 
 
Matching k-tuples are indicated by the shaded boxes. W is the distance between the first and last lead-
ing tuple.  
Source: http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/figure4.gif 
Waiting Time Distribution is used to pick tuple sizes. If the nucleotides occur with 
equal frequency, increasing tuple size causes an exponential decrease in the expected 
number of tuple matches. Thus, by using a larger tuple size, we keep the history lists 
short. On the other hand, increasing the tuple size decreases the chance of noticing 
approximate copies because they may not contain a long, unbroken run of matches. 
Let the random variable Tk,Pm be the number of iid Bernoulli trials with success prob-
ability PM until the first occurrence of a run of k successes. Tk,Pm follows the geomet-
ric distribution of order k. If we let p = PM and q=1-p then the exact probability Tk,Pm 
for x ≥ 0 is given by the recursive formula :  
 
The waiting time distribution allows us to balance the running time and sensitivity of 
our algorithm by picking a set of tuple sizes, each applying to a different range of pat-
tern sizes. We require that the smallest pattern for tuple size k have a sum-of-heads 
criterion of at least k+1.  
After the distance list passes the criteria tests, a candidate pattern consisting of posi-
tions j+1...i, is selected and aligned with the surrounding sequence using wraparound 
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dynamic programming (WDP). If at least two copies of the pattern are aligned with 
the sequence, the tandem repeat is reported.  
Tandem Repeats Finder finds repeats for period sizes in the range from 1 to 2000 nu-
cleotides. If a repeat contains many copies, then the same repeat will be detected at 
various period sizes. This is restricted to the three best scoring period sizes. For ex-
ample if a tandem repeat has period size 3 and contains 30 copies, then it will most 
likely also be detected at size 6 with 15 copies and size 9 with 7.5 copies. Also, the 
same period size may be detected more than once with different scores and slightly 











Chapter 3 Descriptive Statistics of Tandem Re-





3.1 Tandem Repeats Database 
 
 
It has been observed that the tandem repeats can be widely used in DNA profiling, 
DNA fingerprinting, specific diseases and many other fields. We survey below the 
roles of tandem repeats in human genome. As mentioned in the last chapter (if that is 
what you meant, or chapter 1, the point is as specific as possible), one specialized tool 
for the purpose of finding the satellites is the Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF). Or one 
can simply download all the tandem repeats from the repeat track, which is based on 
TRF, of the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Table Browser 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables), the simple tandem repeats (possibly im-
perfect)  in the 24 human chromosomes(chromosomes 1 to 22, X and Y). The advan-
tage of the UCSC Table Browser is that it provides text-based access to a large col-
lection of genome assemblies and annotation data stored in the Genome Browser Da-
tabase, which is an up to date source for genome sequence data. According to the de-
18 
 
scription of Schema for Simple Repeats - Simple Tandem Repeats by TRF, these re-
peats can occur within coding regions of genes and may be quite polymorphic.  
 
The data used in this thesis was downloaded by May 2004. Here are the procedures: (i) 
select Vertebrate option in the clade list, (ii) Human option in genome list, (iii) Varia-
tion and Repeats option in group list and (iv) Simple Repeats option in track list, (v) 
choose certain chromosome and (vi)leave the rest options as default. (vii) Click ‘get 
output’. We can then have the text form of simple tandem repeats table.  As is shown 
in Table 3.1.1, the data set is composed of the reference sequence chromosome, start 
and end position in chromosome, length of repeat unit, mean number of copies of re-
peat, score, percentage of four chemical nucleotide bases in repeat unit, and sequence 
of repeat unit. The scale of chromosome start and chromosome end is nucleotide base. 
Therefore, chromoStart=1672434 means the start position is 1672434 base of the 
chromosome. The period and consensus Size are not identical because the former one 
denotes the length of repeats unit while the later is the length of consensus se-
quence.  A consensus sequence of nucleotides or amino acids is one consisting of the 
predominant residue at each position of a group of aligned sequences. 
 
A one to one map is needed in dealing with certain repeat unit and its position. If the 
midpoint of chromosome start and end is used to denote the position for a repeat unit, 
it will not be an injection since different repeats may reside in the same region. The 
reason is one sequence can be considered as different repeat period with its corre-
sponding copy number, provided with distinct percentage match. For example, from 
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2110664bp to 2112103bp in chromosome 1, there are totally three different repeats 
with period 31, 66 and 163 and copy number 44, 22 and 8.8 respectively. From all the 
candidates that share the same position, the one having the best score is selected as a 
valid repeat. In this case, we choose the repeat with period 66 because its score is 
1527, a bit higher than other two scores, i.e. 1474 for period 31 and 1415 for period 
163.  
 
Table 3.1.1 An example of the text form of tandem repeats table 
Field Example Description 
#bin 2456 2457 597
Indexing field to speed chromo-
some range queries. 
chrom chr1 chr1 chr1
Reference sequence chromosome or 
scaffold 
chromStart 245298160 245438594 1672434 Start position in chromosome 
chromEnd 245298196 245438635 1672473 End position in chromosome 
name trf trf trf Simple Repeats tag name 
period 2 2 3 Length of repeat unit 
copyNum 18 20.5 13 Mean number of copies of repeat 
consensusSize 2 2 3 Length of consensus sequence 
perMatch 94 100 88 Percentage Match 
perIndel 0 0 0 Percentage Indel 
score 63 82 60 Score between and . Best is . 
A 50 51 0 Percent of A's in repeat unit 
C 2 48 61 Percent of C's in repeat unit 
G 47 0 0 Percent of G's in repeat unit 
T 0 0 38 Percent of T's in repeat unit 
entropy 1.15 1 0.96 Entropy 
sequence AG AC CTC Sequence of repeat unit element 
 
 




In order to see how simple repeats can contribute to human genome survey, a Known 
Genes database is required. It can also be attained by the UCSC Table Browser. Se-
lect Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks option in group list and Know Genes option in 
track list, with all the other options same as in repeats table, an output of Known 
Gene Table can be obtain. The UCSC Known Genes track shows known protein-
coding genes based on protein data from UniProt (SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL) and 
mRNA data from the NCBI reference sequences collection (RefSeq) and GenBank. 
Each Known Gene is represented by an mRNA and a protein. 
 
The table is composed of the name of gene, reference sequence chromosome, the 
strand direction, transcription start and end, coding region start and end, exon start 
and end, alignment id and protein id.  Gene is specific sequences of nucleotides along 
a molecule of DNA which represent the functional units of HEREDITY. It contains 
coding regions (CODONS), which code for protein, and non-coding regions. Exon 
was coined by Walter Gilbert in 1978. It is the regions of DNA within a gene that are 
not spliced out from transcribed RNA and are retained in the final messenger RNA 
(mRNA) molecule. In the primary transcript neighboring, Exons are separated by In-
trons.  However, exon should not be misused to refer only to coding sequences for the 
final protein. Although in many genes, exon contains part of the open reading frame 
(ORF) that codes for a specific portion of the complete protein; many noncoding ex-
ons are known in human genes. Below is an unedited mRNA transcript. Exons can 





Table 3.2.1 An example of the text form of human genome table 
field example description 
name BC073913 Name of gene 
chrom chr1 
Reference sequence chromosome or scaf-
fold 
strand - + or - for strand 
txStart 4268 Transcription start position 
txEnd 7438 Transcription end position 
cdsStart 6607 Coding region start 
cdsEnd 7173 Coding region end 
exonCount 6 Number of exons 
exonStarts 4268,4832,5658,6469,6720,7095, Exon start positions 
exonEnds 4692,4901,5810,6628,6918,7438, Exon end positions 
proteinID Q6GMS0_HUMAN SWISS-PROT ID 
alignID G220323 
Unique identifier for each (known gene, 
alignment position) pair 
 
 




In the present study, we investigate human simple repeat units in 24 chromosomes. 
The repeat unit ranges from 1 base pair to 500 base pair, including satellites, 
minisatellites and microsatellites.  In every chromosome, we search with those re-
peats occurring within gene region. That is, we check whether an arbitrary repeat unit 
is contained in a gene. As mentioned previously, we used the mid point of one repeat 
region to denote the “position” of this repeat, and every “position” corresponds to one 
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unique repeat unit.  Therefore, we only need to check whether the “position” point 
falls into one gene region. 
 
Moreover, a fact needs to be noticed that one transcription will contain one or more 
exons, and some distinct genes even share the same exons. In other word, one repeat 
unit may be included in two or more different genes. So it is more reasonable to 
check a repeat unit contained in exon than to check it contain in gene. From Fig 3.2.2, 
we know further that some exons include untranslated region, or noncoding parts. If 
we only consider the valid part of exon, that is, coding sequence within exon, then we 
can check the repeat position according to coding part of exon. Later we will see the 
summary of repeats inside gene, repeats inside exon and repeats inside coding se-
quence (cds).  
 




Focusing on simple repeats in human chromosomes, we want to produce a precise 
and comprehensive depiction of the relationship of repeats and genome, and even to 
identify their biologically importance. In Table 3.3.1, we report the number of repeats 
in every human chromosome. The most repeats rich chromosome is Chr2, with 48209 
repeats and the least is Chr Y, only 7784. From Chr1 to Chr X, the respective amount 
of repeats is descending approximately, which is potentially due to the declining of 
length of chromosomes. We also detect the substantial portions of repeats regions 
which are covered by gene. For example, a total of 41.7% repeats on chromosome 1 
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are covered by some genes.  The gene contents of repeats along 24 chromosomes 
fluctuate widely, with Chr 19 of highest proportion 43.8% and Chr Y of lowest 15%. 
The repeats on chromosome 19 also have the highest density of exons and coding re-
gion.  In contrast, the repeats on chromosome Y have exons of 0.3% and codon of 
0.1%.    
 
Table 3.3.1 Summary of the number of tandem repeats within gene or exon  
 
 




















chr1 46469 19384 41.72% 589 1.27% 276 0.59% 299 50.77%
chr2 48209 16318 33.85% 372 0.78% 158 0.33% 183 49.19%
chr3 37372 13811 36.96% 257 0.69% 115 0.31% 126 49.03%
chr4 37163 11311 30.44% 217 0.58% 217 0.58% 99 45.62%
chr5 35401 11374 32.13% 234 0.66% 97 0.27% 118 50.43%
chr6 33612 11420 33.98% 282 0.84% 110 0.33% 135 47.87%
chr7 35104 13799 39.31% 322 0.92% 145 0.41% 170 52.80%
chr8 29964 9444 31.52% 208 0.69% 102 0.34% 108 51.92%
chr9 24782 9131 36.85% 325 1.31% 169 0.68% 167 51.38%
chr10 29251 11500 39.31% 257 0.88% 96 0.33% 126 49.03%
chr11 26940 8475 31.46% 369 1.37% 189 0.70% 220 59.62%
chr12 28549 10318 36.14% 320 1.129% 169 0.59% 179 55.94%
chr13 19440 5755 29.60% 117 0.60% 51 0.26% 54 46.15%
chr14 18070 6741 37.30% 137 0.76% 68 0.38% 78 56.93%
chr15 16536 6407 38.75% 170 1.03% 86 0.52% 95 55.88%
chr16 21714 8222 37.87% 409 1.88% 178 0.82% 236 57.70%
chr17 19789 8023 40.54% 443 2.24% 227 1.15% 255 57.56%
chr18 15612 4886 31.30% 100 0.64% 52 0.33% 49 49.00%
chr19 18507 8112 43.83% 834 4.51% 542 2.93% 629 75.42%
chr20 13257 5194 39.18% 160 1.21% 58 0.44% 68 42.50%
chr21 8519 3051 35.81% 135 1.58% 88 1.03% 89 65.93%
chr22 9771 4078 41.74% 186 1.90% 98 1.00% 51 27.42%
chrX 32268 8887 27.54% 405 1.26% 247 0.77% 289 71.36%
chrY 7784 1167 14.99% 23 0.30% 8 0.10% 9 39.13%
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It is known that gene comprise only about 2% of the genome, which implies that the 
simple repeats do not distribute uniformly in human genome, according to the feature 
that genes cover approximately 30% of repeats region shown in Table 3.3. 
Comparison with the proportion of exons covering region over repeats, 2% in the 
rough, identify that the majority of gene covering region is introns part. Within the 
exons covering region, nearly half of repeats are contained in the noncoding sequence 
region.  It is also hypothesized that the percentage of repeats of the period 3n will be a 
bit higher than the rest two in the exons covering region, since a codon is constituted 
by a sequence of three adjacent nucleotides. We searched the repeats in exons region. 
The repeats with period multiple of three occupy almost half the total, while the 
highest percentage is 75.4% on Chr 19 and lowest is 27.4% on Chr 22.  
 
Comparison of simple repeats on human chromosomes probably enables us to access 
the relationships between human genome and satellites. With the benefit of the fin-
ished raw table, we will have a rough idea of frequency of repeats in chromosomes 
and also the percentage of repeats inside gene, exon and coding regions respectively.    
 
3.4 Detailed Analysis Of All Tandem Repeats 
 
 
To make possible comparison between 24 human chromosomes, intuitive figures (Fig 
3.4.1, Fig 3.4.2 and Fig 3.4.3) are used to show the number of simple tandem repeats 
located along human genome, intragenetic region and intergenetic region. Since the 
period of repeats varies from 1 to 500, we will have three groups of figures a, b, c, d 
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to illustrate repeats period from 1 to 10 (short tandem repeats), 11 to 80, 81 to 260, 
and 261 to 500 respectively. In all the following plots, X axis denote all the chromo-
somes from Chr1 to ChrY; Y axis represent the repeats period and Z axis stands for 
number of repeats.  
 
Fig 3.4.1(a) The distribution of number of tandem repeats (period less then 10) through 24 human 
chromosomes.   
 
Fig 3.4.2(a)The distribution of number of tan-
dem repeats (period less then 10) within gene 
region through 24 human chromosomes. 
Fig. 3.4.3(a) The distribution of number of tandem 
repeats (period less then 10) in extragenic region 




Figures group a show the distribution of short tandem repeats, which is one kind of 
important repeats in the research of human DNA sequence. Many features of these 
microsatellites have already been discovered to the present. The number of short tan-
dem repeats is declining from Chr1 to Chr22, while ChrX is a bit of strange with rela-
tively high amount of STR and ChrY low again. STR with period 2 and 4 are quite 
affluent, but period 3 in between them seems like a valley. The distribution of STR 
inside extragenic region is smoother than it in the gene region. Further research into 
the microsatellites may reveal us something unrecognized in the future.  
 
Similar with group a, group b figures illustrate that the amount of repeats decreasing 
along Chr1 to ChrY, except ChrX. And in each chromosome, the number of repeats 
also decline quickly from period 11 to 80. Both the shape of intra genetic repeats dis-
tribution and inter genetic one are looked quite similar to the figure of repeats along 
human genome. Compared with quantity of microsatellites in group a, the amount of 




Fig 3.4.1(b) The distribution of number of tandem repeats (period 11 to 80) through 24 human chro-
mosomes. 
 
Fig 3.4.2(b)Tthe distribution of number of 
tandem repeats (period 11 to 80) within gene 
region through 24 human chromosomes.  
Fig 3.4.3 (b)The distribution of number of 
tandem repeats (period 11 to 80) in extragenic 
region through 24 human chromosome. 
 
 
The figures in group c are quite interesting with some features that no other groups 
share with. The most amazing phenomenon is the standing out of chromosome 19, 




Fig 3.4.1(c)The distribution of number of tandem repeats (period 81 to 260) through 24 human chro-
mosomes. 
 
Fig 3.4.2(c) The distribution of number of tan-
dem repeats (period 81 to 260) within gene 
region through 24 human chromosomes.      
Fig 3.4.3 (c) The distribution of number of 
tandem repeats (period 81 to 260) in ex-




The highest three triangles in Chr19 all reside in inter genic region, which means 
these repeats play some roles in human genome coding sequence. Later, we will in-
vestigate Chr19 in details. Moreover, a period other than these three stands out along 
several chromosomes. But they are in intra genetic region, so we will not discuss 





Fig 3.4.1(d) The distribution of number of tandem repeats (period more than 260) through 24 human 
chromosomes. 
 
Fig 3.4.2(d) The distribution of number of 
tandem repeats (period more than 260) within 
gene region through 24 human chromosomes.                     
Fig 3.4.3 (d) The distribution of number of 
tandem repeats (period more than 260) in 
extragenic region through 24 human chro-
mosomes. 
 
The last group of figures, d, also indicates some interesting characters. The richness 
of repeats around period 340 (actually 341-344 in our more precise research) may 
disclose undiscovered feature of DNA sequence. However, we note that the majority 
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of unusual repeats are located in inter genetic region, which may lead to few genetic 
information. So we just leave out this field for future research.    
 
 




On Fig 3.4.4, we make comparison among all the chromosomes of repeats covered by 
exons, with the three axes denote the same thing as above. Chromosome 19 stands out 
as the case with gene before. We can also observe that there are three periods of re-
peats, the amount of which are even larger than those of microsatellites, while gener-
ally speaking, microsatellites are always more than minisatellites.  
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3.5 Special 84 bp Repeats 
 
 
From the previous research with repeats in exons region, we notice the speciality of 
chromosome 19. Further research shows (by Fig 3.5.1) that the three outstanding pe-
riods are 84, 168 and 252, all of which are multiple of 3, or multiple of 84. Therefore, 
in the following chapters, we use 84 base pair repeats to indicate the repeats with pe-
riods 84, 168 and 252. With the benefit of finished repeats sequences, we can look 
deeply into the features of these 84 base pair repeats and seek the reason of abun-




















































4.1 Linear clusters by position 
 
Chromosome 19 is highly repeats rich chromosome. It contains the largest amount of 
satellites, among which the 84 base pair repeats show a clustered organization. In 
analysis the location of 84 base pairs repeats, we constructed plots of repeats copy 
numbers corresponding to its position. The position is measured by megabase, and 
Chr19 is around 65 megabase totally. Blue dots, pink dots and yellow dots represent 
repeats of periods 84, 168 and 252 respectively, and the height of dot denote the copy 
number of this repeats. Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the position and copy number of all the 
repeats of chromosome 19, while Fig 4.1.2 the repeats in gene region. Both of them 
are divided into two plots, one being p arm of Chr19 and the other q arm.  
 
From Fig 4.1.1, it is visually obvious that two clusters are gathered on the p arm of 
Chr19, from 3 to 13 megabases and 20 to 24 megabases, though the first cluster 
spreads a bit wide. For arm q, it may be more confusing since there can be 3 or 4 
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clusters by looking at the plot. According to classical clustering using genes other 
than repeats, it is identified three clusters on the q arm of Chr19.  
 
Using K-means function in the statistical software R, where we specified the number 
of clusters is five. Then we applied 5 clusters to chromosome 19 and the grouping is 
shown on Fig 4.1.3 with different colors. The locations of first two clusters are coin-
cident with our vision in previous plot. The rest three clusters are 40 to 45 megabases, 
49 to 50 megebases, and 57 to 64 megabases.  
 















































Fig 4.1.1 (b) The distribution of copy number of 84 base pair repeats on q arm of Chr19. 
 
 













Fig 4.1.2 (b) The distribution of copy number of 84 base pair intragenic repeats on q arm of Chr19. 
 
 














Fig 4.1.3 Cluster 84 base pair repeats by K-means method in R, k=6, Y axis denotes the position of 
repeats in magebase.  
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In comparison with repeats in the gene region, the shapes of all five clusters are al-
most the same, except cluster2. The 84 base pair repeats residing in intra genetic re-
gion of cluster 2 are quite sparse, which suggest lot of repeats in cluster 2 may locate 




4.2 Repeat sequence homology 
 
 
From previous research, we have a rough picture of relationship between copy num-
ber and position of 84 base pair repeats. We also classified the repeats with respect to 
their location. However, we do not know whether the features of repeats sequence 
within the same cluster are similar. Therefore, to examine the biological similarity of 
the repeats sequence, we aligned the 84 base pair sequence using MUSCLE 3.6 [20].  
 
MUSCLE is a program for creating multiple alignments of amino acid or nucleotide 
sequences. It can achieve both better average accuracy and better speed than 
CLUSTALW or T-Coffee, on the chosen options. We left the parameters by default, 
so that they can give the best average accuracy. UPGMA clustering is used to con-
struct the phylogenetic trees. The trees are in Newick format, as used by PHYLIP 
<http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/versions.html> package. (hence 
the .phy extension) 
 
A tree viewer called HYPERTREE (http://www.kinase.com/tools/HyperTree.html) 
[21] was introduced here for visualizing the phylogenetic tree built by MUSCLE. We 
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choose this viewer here because it has the ability to label and color branches, and also 
easy to search and select nodes. Besides, it has a hyperbolic (‘fish-eye’) view and ed-
iting abilities that help in managing very large trees. 
 
Methods 
In the alignment we can not use the repeats consensus sequences (column sequence in 
Table 3.1.1) directly because the lengths of them vary considerably between genes. 
However, we want to do the alignments of all repeats with period 84, 168 and 252, 
predicting they have similar features. This is due to the fact that the lengths of our 
sequences are multiple of 84; we may expect that they are all repetitive 84 base pair 
sequences with minor variation. To construct the raw sequences for alignment, we use 
the lease common multiple of 84, 168, 252, which is 504. Now we multiply the con-
sensus sequence of period 84 by 6, period 168 by 3 and period 252 by 2. The adjusted 
sequences are not exactly of length 504, for they are only consensus sequences. Then 
using MUSCLE 3.6, we do the alignment of 84 base pair sequences and obtain the 
phylogenetic tree from it.  
 
Fig 4.2.1 illustrates the tree for our five clusters of 84 base pair repeats. Since it has 
affluent of leaves, we can not identify the structure of the tree. By using color 
branches function, we colored the tree according to the 5 clusters. Green represents 
cluster 1, blue for cluster 2, pink for cluster 3, mauve for cluster 4 and cyan for cluster 
5.  However, the structure of the phylogenetic tree is still quite unclear. The only phe-
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nomenon shown on the plot is the tree comprising of two major branches, while the 
two branches are equally large and contains all the five colors respectively.  
 
Fig 4.2.1 Hypogenetic tree of original 84 base pair repeats sequences on Chr 19, color the leaves ac-




Fig 4.2.2 Hypogenetic tree of adjusted 84 base pair repeats sequences on Chr 19, color the leaves ac-
cording to 5 different clusters. 
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Then we figure out that it is not unreasonable for us to assume some biological reason 
for the appearance of two dominating branches. Every DNA strand has its comple-
mentary strand in the opposite direction. Biologically, we considered these two 
strands the same, which means they have same feature. However, by using two com-
plementary sequences to do the alignment in MUSCLE, the program can not recog-
nize the same source of the two strands and treat them as two independent sequences. 
That will potentially lead to the situation that the tree has two groups of branches 
while each group contains all the features of the 84 base pair satellites on chromo-
some 19.  
 
Therefore, we adjust the raw sequence by using the complementary sequences of the 
second group of branches and reconstruct phylogenetic tree shown on Fig 4.2.2. It is 
visually obvious that the tree structure reflects the geographic structure of 84 base 
pair repeats on chromosome 19, except for cluster 5. Therefore, we come to assume 
whether cluster 5 need to be divides into 2 clusters, corresponding to the structure 









With the observation of cluster 5 separated into 2 branches, we reclassify the 84 base 
pair repeats, using k-means method by k equal to 6. As we expected, cluster 5 con-
tains into 2 sub clusters, one from 57 to 59, the other 61 to 64. Then we use the same 
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phylogenetic tree built by MUSCLE, but import different color according to six new 
clusters, adding grey for cluster 6. Hopefully, the clusters depicted in Fig 4.1.1 by re-
peats location are visible in our phylogenetic tree. It is hypothesized that the similar-
ity between sequences may also lead to gathering of repeats geographically. Our re-
sults become strong evidence to support this hypothesis.  
 
 
We also notice that in Fig 4.3.2, there are still some regions which are mess of colors. 
It may due to the outliers existing in every cluster. More precise grouping methods 
were proposed to solve this kind of problem. Here we only introduce one scheme 
called window scan statistics for re-clustering the repeats by position. A window of 
length L is settled to go through the whole chromosome, and we also let the consecu-
tive windows overlap by half their lengths. That is, the first window spans the first 
through length L. the second from L/2 t o3L/2. Within every window, we want to find 
















Fig 4.3.1 Cluster 84 base pair repeats by K-means method in R, K=6, Y axis denotes the position of 




Fig 4.3.2 Hypogenetic tree of adjusted 84 base pair repeats sequences on Chr19, color the leaves ac-
cording to 6 different clusters. 
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The parameter L needs to be chosen in our analysis. Since the length of Chr19 is 
around 64 mega bases, we set L 0.5 mega bases, which is less than 1% the length of 
this chromosome. From Fig 4.3.3 we can see, Y axis shows the density of repeats 
throughout the chromosome by window scan. If we cluster repeats by choosing den-
sity no less that 2%, then it is clear that there are six clusters in all. We also observed 
four small clusters are formed with repeats density less than 2% but greater than or 
almost around 1%.  They are around 2.5mb to 3.25mb, 8.5mb to 10mb, 39.5mb to 
40.5mb and 44.5mb to 45.5mb. The first two are belong to cluster 1 and the rest two 
belong to three. This phenomenon can also be observed in Fig 4.3.1, where cluster 1 
and 3 both has 2 parts separate from main body. If we account them for new clusters, 
and re-color the phylogenetic tree by 10 colors, the result is not as good as we ex-
pected. Therefore, it implies highly refined clustering is unnecessary and 6 clusters 


















































































From our investigation, we quantitatively show that 84 base pair repeats are affluent 
on chromosome 19 and gathered as six clusters. We would be curious why Chr19 has 
this special character and why there are so many 84 base pair repeats. This behavior 
may be due to two different hypotheses. First, the abundance of 84 base pair satellites 
is caused by segmental duplication.  Second, the repetitive DNA sequences belong to 
a special family of genes, called zinc finger genes.  
 
5.1 Hypothesis 1: Segmental Duplication  
 
 
 Duplications are a doubling of a section of the genome, which typically arise from an 
event termed unequal crossing-over (recombination) that occurs between misaligned 
homologous chromosomes during meiosis (germ cell formation). In the case shown 
here (Fig 5.1.1), unequal crossing-over creates a second copy of a gene needed for the 
synthesis of the steroid hormone aldosterone. Segmental duplication, defined as du-
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plication of a DNA segment longer than 1 kb, has played an important role in shaping 
the evolution of the human genome. Approximately 4% of the genome is covered by 
duplications and that the extent of segmental duplication varies from 1% to 14% 
among the 24 chromosomes. [22] All the duplications we discuss later are segmental 
duplications.  
 




5.1.1 Evidence 1: The percentage of duplication in all repeat 
 
 
In order to test our first hypothesis, we investigate the ratio of 84 base pair repeats 
completely inside duplication region to all the 84 base pair repeats. The raw human 
gene duplication table is also available on UCSC website as mentioned before. We 
check both the start point and end point of every repeat to pick up only those com-
pletely contained in duplication region. The result is shown in Table 5.1.1. We calcu-
late the proportion of number of the repeats in duplication region against number of 
all repeats in one cluster. The highest percentage is for cluster2, 19.1% and the lowest 
is cluster4, none of whose repeats fall in the duplication region. The average percent-
age along the whole chromosome is 13.12%.  
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Now we include the repeats partially inside the duplication region. Unfortunately, 
only small improvement is achieved, with 4 new repeats in cluster2 and 3 new repeats 
in cluster6. The average of adjusted ratio of repeats in duplication is 14.36%. Consid-
ered our hypothesis, we may expect the majority of 84 base pair repeats reside in the 
duplication region. According to our investigation, 13.12% for repeats containing 
completely in duplication region and 14.36% for repeats overlapping with duplication, 
the first hypothesis can not be accepted. It provides us with some evidence that dupli-
cation may have little relationship with the abundance of 84 base pair repeats.  
 
Table 5.1.1 Percentage of frequency of repeats covered by duplication without overlap.  
 
rpt in dup cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
#rpt In Dup 20 17 4 0 19 14 74 
#rpt 135 89 89 29 124 98 564 
percentage 14.81% 19.10% 4.49% 0.00% 15.32% 14.29% 13.12% 
 
 
Table 5.1.2 Percentage of frequency of repeats covered by duplication with overlap. 
 
rpt in dup cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
#rpt In Dup 20 21 4 0 19 17 81 
#rpt 135 89 89 29 124 98 564 




Previously, we take a quantitative look at the 84 base pair repeats and had an intuitive 
picture of how many of them fall into the duplication region. Then we considered the 
length of repeats area instead of the number of repeats. We identified the repeats re-
gions for each cluster1nd calculated the length of them. Within every cluster region, 
we need to further compute the length of duplication parts inside it. The percentage of 
duplication length in every cluster varies considerably, from 1.68% of cluster4 to 
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16.64% of cluster2. The reason for the wide spread may be the existence of outliers in 
every cluster. The method we took to classify the 84 base pair repeats was k-means. 
Therefore, there are some clusters, like cluster1, with wide span of repeats area. If we 
ignore those outliers, the percentage might much better.   
 
Table 5.1.3 Percentage of length of duplication in repeats region with original size of 6 
clusters. 
 
  cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
len of dup 290928 1122273 744056 63184 512021 153015 2885477
len of cls 14285310 6746342 6924014 3767957 3518549 3090643 38332815





In Chapter 4, we used window scan statistics to re-classify the 84 base pair repeats. 
Although it is not a good scheme to build the phylogenetic tree, it can be used here to 
calculate the length of our cluster. That is, the length of the sub clusters is added up to 
represent the length of original cluster. Therefore, we can get rid of the bias of non 
repeats span which contribute nothing to compute the percentage of duplication. From 
Table 5.1.4, we can see the great improvements of cluster3 and 4, which also increase 
the total duplication percentage in repeats region. However, cluster1 does not achieve 
great progress, though the adjusted length of this cluster is less than half of the old 
one. The reason is probably the corresponding decrease of the duplication length, 
which is also less than half of the original one.  
Table 5.1.4 Percentage of length of duplication in repeats region with adjusted size of 6 
clusters. 
  cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
len of dup 134789 1122273 675114 63184 512021 153015 2660396
len of cls 5427777 6746342 3987830 942285 3518549 3090643 23713426
percentage 2.48% 16.64% 16.93% 6.71% 14.55% 4.95% 11.22%
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5.1.2 Evidence 2: Correlation between 84bp repeat occurrence & du-
plication occurrence  
 
 
Gene duplications in chromosome 19 arm p and q are shown in the following plots 
(Fig 5.1.2, Fig 5.1.3) with black short vertical lines. Similar with previous plots, the 
blue, pink and yellow dots denote the beginning position of 84, 168 and 252 repeats 
separately. However, we adjust the height of the dots –by double the height of pink 
dots and triple the height of yellow dots- so that they can all represent the copy num-
ber of 84 base pair repeats and be easily compared with each other. We observed that 
all the dots were almost mixed up, which means none of the repeats can dominate Chr 
19 with a view to its length.  











Fig 5.1.2 Relationship between duplication region and position of adjusted copy number of 84 base 
pair repeats on p arm Chr 19. 
 












Fig 5.1.3 Relationship between duplication region and position of adjusted copy number of 84 base 





The correlation between 84 base pair occurrence and duplication occurrence are not 
so obvious. Fig 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 show denseness of sequence duplication in the repeats 
region, as in cluster2and cluster5, while this can not be observed within the rest clus-
ters.   































Fig 5.1.4 Relationship between duplication pairs and adjusted copy number of 84 base pair repeats on 
p arm Chr 19. 
 































Fig 5.1.5 Relationship between duplication pairs and adjusted copy number of 84 base pair repeats on 
q arm Chr 19. 
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Further research including the location of duplication and its counterpart may depict a 
clearer picture of this association. In Fig 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, blue horizontal lines are 
used to represent the appearance of first one of some duplicated pair while the red 
line shows the other. Duplicated sequences of the same pair share the same height, or 
the same y, so that we can easily tell them from each other. It can be assumed that 
two arms of duplication are always intra repeat clusters. But inter cluster duplications 
occasionally occur in Chr19, while some of them even appear in different arm of 
chromosome.  
 
It is hypothetical that the repeats in duplication region will have their “sisters” be-
cause of being “duplicated”. We investigated all the 81 repeats residing in duplication 
area and tried to find their counterparts with highest identity. It is not unreasonable to 
expect the identical sister will also be one of the 81 repeats.  We also presume they 
are of the same periods. However, 31 repeats do not have their counterparts with 
higher than 80% identity, according to results obtained from UCSC. The rest 50 re-
peats are arranged in pairs. Start and end points are used to denote one specific DNA 
sequence.  For example, (11785702, 11808518) and (11859299, 11887408) are a pair 
of duplications, both with positive strands. Some repeats within this area are paired, 
as (11804508, 11804758) & (11877706, 11878030) with period 84 and copy number 
3, and (11804866, 11805670) & (11883740, 11884625) with period 168 and copy 
number around 5. But in this case, an 84 base pair repeat (11877010, 11877234) can 
not find its sister. It may due to the difference between consensus sequence and real 
sequence, criterion of identity and other unnoticed reason. Therefore, our conclusion 
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here is that duplication can account for the occurring some repeats, but not frequent 
enough to account for majority.  
 




Another hypothesis of the appearance of repeats is biological function, or flanking 
sequence. It is presumably that the function of genes may influence the occurrence of 
repeats. On chromosome 19, there are plenty of zinc finger genes, which constitute 
about 40% of all the zinc finger genes in human genome. Zinc finger is a configura-
tion of a DNA-binding protein that resembles a finger with a base, usually cysteines 
and histidines, binding a zinc ion. It is discovered in a transcription factor in Xenopus 
but present in a large number of different proteins. The C2H2 type zinc finger has a 28 
amino acid motif, which is a factor of 84. It is also known that zinc fingers are tan-
demly repeated, from two up to three dozen or more, at the end of zinc finger genes. 
We investigate into 84 base pair repeats on Chr19 and try to find their biological 
functions.  
 
5.2.1 Evidence 1: The majority of gene with 84 bp rpt are ZF Genes 
 
 
Table 5.2.1 shows the percentage of repeats in different biological categories. We di-
vide repeats into four categories, zinc finger gene, hypothetical gene, other gene (non 
zinc finger) and non gene, and treat each repeats separately. Generally speaking, 
nearly half of the 84 base pair repeats are zinc fingers and almost a quarter hypotheti-
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cal genes.  In every cluster, zinc finger genes are reflecting the major part of repeats 
genically, especially for cluster4, of which over 90% repeats are zinc finger. Cluster2 
is an exception, which does not have percentage of zinc fingers as high as others. We 
may do further research into in later.  
 
Table 5.2.1 percentage of numbers of repeats in different gene categories 
 
  cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
rpt 135 89 89 29 124 98 564 
ZF 51.11% 28.09% 38.20% 93.10% 49.19% 60.20% 48.76% 
Hypo 25.93% 12.36% 34.83% 0.00% 29.03% 15.31% 22.70% 
Other  6.67% 6.74% 6.74% 0.00% 0.00% 5.10% 4.61% 





Now focus only on genes containing 84 base pair repeats on Chr19, zinc finger plays 
an important role of the biological function. We should note that several different re-
peats may belong to one gene, which explains the amount of genes is less than that of 
repeats. Table 5.2.2 further identifies the majority of 84 based repeats are sections of 
zinc finger genes, and there are unnegligible proportion of hypothetical genes, which 
may have some connection with zinc fingers.  
 
Table 5.2.2 Percentage of numbers of genes in different gene categories. 
 
  cluster1 cluster2 cluster3 cluster4 cluster5 cluster6 total 
gene 37 26 28 13 34 39 177 
ZF 59.46% 65.38% 46.43% 100.00% 58.82% 69.23% 63.28% 
Hypo 27.03% 23.08% 42.86% 0.00% 41.18% 25.64% 29.38% 




5.2 2 Evidence 2: Investigation in those extragenic repeats 
 
 
Some predictions can be derived from the hypothetical genic and extragenic repeats.  
For the hypothetical gene, we may assume undiscovered zinc finger gene, zinc finger 
synonymous gene or other kind of gene. Extragenic repeats could involve novel genes, 
pseudo genes and really non genic sequence. An efficient scheme should be con-
structed to test related parameters.  
 
In order to test in silico whether a hypo gene or non gene is really a gene, we are try-
ing to find the amount of repeats with features ensemble, twin scan, super family, 
Yale and human EST. All of these can be obtained from UCSC website. The reason 
for using these five testers is that they are the most commonly used features in ge-
nome survey. And they performed well regarding the results of previous knowledge. 
Each of them evaluates a different aspect gene has. Later we will use these methods 
to test genes in a special cluster, cluster2.  
 




Previous research about all zinc finger genes on chromosome 19 was completed by 
Deena Schmidt and Rick Durret in 2004 [23]. They also added the annotated mouse 
and rat orthologs of human genes to examine the relationship between zinc finger 
genes. When doing the sequence alignment, they used only KRAB domains and 
spacer sequences without zinc fingers, for the repetitive zinc finger structure resulted 
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in the alignment of fingers with much dissimilarity. The phylogenetic tree for KRAB 




Fig 5.2.1 (a) Phylogenetic tree of zinc finger genes on p arm of Chr19. 
 
 
They replaced LOC in the name of mouse and rat genes by MMU and RNO to distin-
guish them from human zinc finger gene. Fig 5.2.1 (a) illustrates zinc finger genes on 
chromosome 19p and numbers after the human gene name represent the start of the 
gene in megabases. Fig 5.2.1 (b) shows zinc finger genes on the q arm of Chr19 that 
reside in the clusters at 49 and 58 megabases. Some genes near the telomere of human 
chromosome 19 have orthologs in rat and mouse. And the structure of tree Fig 5.2.1(c) 





Fig 5.2.2 (a) Phylogenetic tree of 84 base pair repeats in zinc finger genes on p arm of Chr19. 
 
 
In order to compare the relationship between zinc finger genes and 84 base pair re-
peats on human chromosome 19, we aligned the repeats sequences, which were not 
used in building phylogenetic tree. The number after zinc finger gene name denotes 
respectively the start of 84 base pair repeats in megabases, repeats period and the 
cluster it belongs to. However, it is quite difficult to compare phylogenetic trees 
based on zinc finger gene and based on 84 bp repeats, for there are always more than 
one repeat in a zinc finger gene and lead to several leaves on the “tree”. Unless a 
more effective scheme is found to compare these two types of phylogenetic tree, the 
only conclusion we can make here is, the 84 bp repeat tree shows the same rough 






































6.1 Interesting phenomenon of cluster 2 
 
 
Cluster 2 is a special cluster we are interested in, for its percentage of repeats within 
gene region differs from all the rest clusters.  From Table5.2.1, we can notice that the 
majority of tandem repeats reside in gene region, except cluster 2.  52.81% of tandem 
repeats in cluster 2 are within the non-gene region, while only 28.09% repeats are 
zinc fingers. Considering the fact that less than 22% repeats are extragenic in all the 
other clusters, we have some evidence to believe the non-gene repeats in cluster 2 
may not totally be really nongenic.  
 
In order to verify our hypothesis, we need to seek more characters of cluster2. As we 
mentioned before, repeats analysis involves two main categories, repeats location and 
sequence alignment. First, we investigate into repeats location of cluster 2. The group 
of Fig 6.1.1 shows the distribution plot of 84 bp repeats in cluster 2 of chromosome 
19. The length of every colored vertical line denotes the adjusted copy number of re-
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peats. Fig6.1.1 (a) here works as a frame of reference, which represents all the 84bp 
repeats in cluster 2.  Fig6.1.1 (b) and (c) show the distribution of 84bp repeats in-
tragenic and extragenic respectively. From the plots, we can see that repeats in-
tragenic and extragenic almost appear around the same region and equal frequently in 
cluster2. The similarity of locations of these repeats may reveal the difficulty to dis-
tinguish different gene function of repeats using their position.  
 
We then look into the similarity of original DNA sequences of cluster 2 repeats. The 
feature identified after sequence alignment analysis is shown in Fig 6.1.2. (For a more 
detailed method see Chp4 Sec2). The green leaves of this phylogenetic tree represent 
the 84bp repeats within gene region and the red ones is repeats outside gene area.  
 
It can be seen from the plot that two types of repeats are well mixed, except several 
small branches. There are even places where a red leaf and a green leaf share the 
same knot, which means their DNA sequences are more like each other than all the 
rest sequences of repeats.  The use of phylogenetic tree provides further evidence of 


































































































































After we detected the location and sequence structure of 84 bp repeats in cluster 2 of 
Chr19, we find out that the features of the repeats lying in gene region are quite simi-
lar with the feature of those lying in non gene region. It is hypothesized that some of 
the extragenic repeats areas may comprise gene undiscovered. Previously, we men-
tioned the scheme of testing the possibility of gene using the five features like ensem-
ble, twin scan, super family, yale and human EST, which are the most commonly 
used features in genome survey. We score 1 to a repeat while the whole sequence 
owning a certain feature, 0.5 while some portion of sequence having the feature and 0 
while it not. Later we just add up the scores for every feature and obtain a final score 
ranging from 0 to 5. This ranking method enables us to estimate and compare the 5 
features of 84bp repeats in cluster 2.  
 
Comparative analysis is conducted among intragenic and extragenic repeats in cluster 
2, and random selected sequence in Chr19. It is reasonable to use the group of ran-
dom sequences as real extragenic sequences for human chromosome only contains 
around 2% genome. Since there are around 50 repeats within and outside cluster 2, 
we choose 50 random points along the whole chromosome 19 as the start positions 
for our group of random sequences. Then we assign the length of every extragenic 
repeat in cluster 2 as the corresponding length for every sequence in random group. 
Fig 6.1.3 is the plot of four random selected groups of sequence. From this plot we 
note that the four distributions of scores for random sequence are quite alike, which 
verifies a steady referenced random group could be obtained.  Moreover, it can also 
be seen that the score of random DNA sequence in Chr19 is ranging from 0 to 3, and 
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most frequent scores are 0 and 1. We postulate that most extragenic DNA sequences 
seldom contain features which are used as indicators in genome survey.   
 
Fig 6.1.2 Hypogenetic tree of adjusted 84 base pair repeats sequences on Chr19 cluster 2, red leaves 




















6.1.3 Polygon of scores of random selected repeats in chromosome 19. x axis denotes the five feature 
scores of every sequence and y axis denotes the number of sequences.  
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We use the average of four random groups as our new random group, with the benefit 
of the steadiness of score distribution of random selected sequences.  Then we work 
out scores of extragenic and intragenic 84bp repeats in cluster 2. Fig 6.1.4 shows the 
comparison of the scores distribution among three groups. The blue histogram repre-
sents frequency of repeats residing in gene region, the magenta one denote the ex-
tragenic repeats in cluster 2 and the yellow one reflects the random sequence group. 
Although neither two of histograms looks much alike with each other, we can identify 
that the score of intragenic group are the highest and that of random group are the 
lowest among these three. The testing extragenic group seems in between the real 
nongenic group and intragenic group. However, it is difficult for us to access the pre-




Since the score of 0.5 might be under doubt, a more rough weighting method is ap-
plied to estimate the five features. Now we just assign 1 to every sequence if any part 
of it lies in one certain feature domain. Therefore, the new scores are still ranging 
from 0 to 5, yet without decimal. Fig 6.1.5 shows the modified histogram of three 
groups. The majority of the group of repeats covered by genes is scored 3 and 4, 
while less the 5% of the repeats are scored 2 and 5, and none is 0 and 1. Contrarily, 
the most frequent scores in random group are 0 and 1, both of which are above 30% 
of all the sequences. It also contains no 5 marks repeats. Out testing extragenic re-
peats group constitutes of scores from 1 to 5. The most common score in this group is 
3, and follows by 4 and 2. Therefore, it is obvious that the testing extragenic group in 
cluster 2 Chr19 shows good agreement with intragenic group, which provides sub-
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stantial evidence for the existence of undiscovered genes within the extragenic re-














6.1.4 Histogram of scores of 3 groups of repeats in chromosome 19. x axis denotes the five feature 
scores of every sequence and y axis denotes the percentage of repeats inside group. Score 0.5 denotes 
















6.1.5 Histogram of scores of 3 groups of repeats in chromosome 19. x axis denotes the five feature 
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